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Abstract: Aspects of copyright literacy and attributing open licenses as scholarly practice inform this 

commentary. Because citation practices have a much longer history than attribution, an overview of the 

study of citation and its relationship to the developing practice of attributing open licenses provides a model 

and trajectory to follow. Copyright literacy as part of attribution knowledge and skills bifurcates from 

citation scholarship, yet it is part of reconsidering and affirming knowledge connections. Decolonizing 

perspectives of epistemology and what counts as knowledge, ownership, and sharing are part of this 

bifurcation that involves attribution, Indigenous ways of knowing, and Traditional Knowledge Labels. 

There are also tensions involved with properly attributing Creative Commons licenses and the title, author, 

source, and license process offers an imperfect and sometimes complicated pathway forward. Through this 

process, accurate and effective license acknowledgement occurs for newly created, reused, revised, remixed, 

or reshared artifacts. It is suggested to use the online attribution builder and best practices for attribution 

placement are provided for written documents, presentations, blog posts, videos, and other formats. As part 

of open education practices, attribution signals contributions to the knowledge commons and are part of 

copyright literacy and professional digital competence.  

 

Keywords: attribution, Creative Commons, open licenses, copyright literacy, citation practices, 

Traditional Knowledge Labels, professional digital competence 
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Introduction 

For students and scholars, citing sources and references has a long pedigree of practice, with various 

citation styles developed by specific disciplines – such as the American Psychological Association 

(APA), with its 2019 seventh edition. Although there is an ongoing and extensive digitization of 

knowledge, the newest APA style guide reinforces a closed copyright orientation and remains silent 

upon attributing openly licensed images, figures, and digital artefacts. In this abeyance, this paper acts 

as a placeholder and provides guidance for those who need to strengthen their copyright literacy 

awareness and need support for attribution practices for openly licensed  material. My social location  

comes from my position as a white settler who instructs graduate students, researches, and explores 

open educational resources and open pedagogy while working for an open, digital-first university. As 

an education researcher, this discipline uses APA as the required citation style and although this paper 

provides APA as the example, my thoughts extend to other citation styles who have yet to determine 

attribution practices as part of the skills and mindsets of professional digital competence  (Brynildsen 

& Haugsbakken, 2023).  Over the last few years, I have witnessed the slow awareness of open licenses 

among members of the academy and students with a fulsome understanding of copyright literacy 

improving (Seaman & Seaman, 2023). The conflation of online access, digital sharing, and the notion 

of “free” creates murky understanding of open licenses and therefore inconsistencies in understanding 

copyright and attribution practice.  

 

This paper has four sections with the first providing an overview of the study of citation practices and 

its relationship to the nascent practice of attributing open licenses, followed by a concise explanation 

of the roles of  attribution, copyright, and public domain. The third section discusses copyright literacy 

and ethical open practices, including the tensions involved with Traditional Knowledge Labels. 

Suggestions for creating license notifications and attributions provide an imperfect pathway forward 

based in the flexibility inherent to Creative Commons licenses. It is hoped that students and their 

professors may further realize that “navigating the academic publishing system is not trivial, given the 

often complex legal and philosophical issues involved and all within the context of the lived realities 

of academic work” (Costello et al., 2019, p.4).      

 

Citation practices 

 

Established in 2001, Creative Commons and the licenses are now over twenty years old yet a literature 

review examining the role of open licenses and attribution practice indicates another abeyance. For 

this reason, I have looked to the near cousin of attribution, to citation practice and to its study as part 

of the sociology of science and knowledge, new rhetoric, and English for Academic Purposes (Swales, 

2014). Even the term citation practice poses challenges as it is not the only term to refer to this scholarly 

writing practice and it has been called “academic attribution, bibliographic reference, citation, discourse 

representation, intertextuality, referencing, and reporting” (Hu & Wang, 2014, p. 2).  

 

Citation practices in addition to being a rhetorical tool,  serve cognitive and epistemological purposes 

and lay out “intellectual linkages, demonstrating paradigmatic allegiance, contextualizing research, 
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enhancing persuasiveness, and managing interpersonal relationships” (Hu & Wang, 2014, p.1). It has 

been argued that research articles and the citations included are a form of persuasive writing (Gilbert, 

1977) and that citations contribute to the development of an authorial voice (Peng, 2019). Gilbert 

(1977) also noted that citation numbers are used as a metric of significance and research impact with 

redound serving the author’s career. Several decades have passed since Gilbert’s publication and 

software can now illustrate a map of a research article’s use by others, indicating the web of knowledge 

networks and the paper’s contribution to scientific specialties and disciplines (Harvard Kennedy 

School Library and Research Services, 2022). Bibliometrics, which is the statistical analysis and study 

of research impact of published studies, is the umbrella practice that includes citation analysis 

(O’Connor, 2016). Bibliometrics, citation analysis, and the study of digital knowledge networks, along 

with understanding citation within the sciences, specifically gendered citation practices have been 

examined. Since the early twentieth century, female scientists have experienced fewer citations of their 

research in contrast to male scientists - with this skewed citation practice named a “participatory 

epistemic injustice” (Hookway, 2010 as cited in McCusker, 2019, p. 1043). Another example of 

intellectual linkages is that of citation scholarship examining content analysis of references that explore 

the political nature of citation thus demonstrating that naming (i.e. citing) is a political act that amplifies 

or silences diversity of authorship within the academy (Chick et al., 2021).  

 

As Gilbert( 1977) notes, authors provide references to provide justifications for choices made and 

research decisions taken. Authors also include them to illustrate the novelty of their thinking and how 

their work nestles within the web of knowledge, and to establish their authorial voice (Peng, 2019). 

These interconnections of reading, writing, and thinking speaks to intertextuality and how each of us 

is indebted to many others in how we think, who else wrote down similar thoughts, and how 

knowledge is not a linear path but rather a network of networks. In other words: 

 

Intertextuality is the way in which one piece of writing refers to, invokes, relies on, echoes, 

or otherwise uses other pieces of writing. The most explicit and direct form of 

intertextuality is direct quotation and citation. …Because academic knowledge building 

and use is a collective enterprise, building on the ideas, research, and applications of prior 

researchers and responding to the proposals and arguments of contemporary others, 

intertextuality is a major visible phenomenon in academic writing (Bazerman, 2005, p. 12). 

 

Just as there have been technological changes since the initiation of citing as part of scholarly writing, 

so too the understanding of the role of citations has changed, and therefore by extension these changes 

should now include open license attribution. Open license attribution in a manner similar to citing’s 

inherent intertextuality highlights a collective enterprise and one’s connection to the knowledge 

commons, largely writ. 

 

Relationships among Attribution, copyright, CC & public domain 

As a cousin to the concept of referencing, attribution is “the action of ascribing a work or remark to 

a particular author, artist, or person” (“Attribution”, 2020). Attributions are more than a pleasantry – 
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they are legally required, and highlighting their importance as a scholarly practice is the purpose of this 

article. Creative Commons (CC) licenses have brought forth the variety of attributions now possible 

with the values of open sharing originating in the open source software in the late 1980s (Free Software 

Foundation, 1989). Prior to the 2001 inception of Creative Commons open licenses, the copyright 

symbol © gave notice to content users the manner in which the content could be used, that is 

permissions had to be actively sought and gained. In academic articles, past and present, illustrative 

figures and their captions frequently include, along with the source, the author note of “used with 

permission”, thus indicating that the reuse permission was attained through a formal request, most 

likely an email to the original creator or the publisher (i.e., whomever holds the copyright). Copyright 

permission requirements, then and even today, reflects the concerns of publishers, who often do not 

allow authors to rely on their fair dealing/ fair use rights. Prior to the internet, copyright requests were 

made through the postal service on paper and seeking copyright permission was therefore time-

consuming and a niche activity related to those involved with publishing. It has been  well-established 

that authors and their representatives have  long been seeking permission for content reuse and have 

included copyright attributions as part of standard publishing practices. But as time passes and 

technologies change, so do scholarly conventions. Although seldom seen in this light, open licenses 

attributions are not a new practice, but rather relate to a broadening and significant expansion of 

citation skills and the epistemological shifts in knowledge documentation and exchange. 

 

To understand the context of attributions, a review of copyright, public domain and Creative 

Commons licenses is necessary. A fulsome history of copyright has been covered by others (McGreal, 

2004; Secker, 2010), with practices and variations affected by a country’s law as there is no international 

copyright law. There are, however, international treaties and conventions influencing copyright (e.g. 

the Berne Convention and the WIPO Copyright Treaty) and continual changes as digital 

communications and technologies have evolved regarding content creating and sharing (Government 

of Canada, n.d.). Part of this copyright evolution occurred in 2001, with the initial development of the 

Creative Commons (Garcelon, 2009). As the legal scholar Ashley West (2009) states: “Creative 

Commons is not a substitute for copyright; instead of replacing copyright laws and protections, the 

Creative Commons licenses supplement and adjust the rights of the copyright holder”(p. 907). Prior 

to the CC licenses, authors original fixed work, such as a printed short story in contrast to the unfixed, 

live performance of the story (Aboy, 2006), was protected by copyright and entered the public domain 

upon expiration of the copyright protection terms.  As figure one indicates, from 2001 onward when 

an author creates a fixed and original work, an author can select conventional copyright or through 

CC licenses waive or select rights (e.g. non- commercial). Open licenses support an efficient, 

differentiated, and clear means for indicating authors’ rights that also corresponds to the users of the 

work understanding the limits of how the work should be used.  

 

There are now six public copyright licenses as well as the CC0, the zero license, which is a tool for an 

author/creator to release their work into the public domain while still being alive (Figure 1). Release 

of works into the public domain varies with each nation, and for a country such as Canada, the “life 

plus 70 rule” currently applies (i.e. copyright lasts for the creator’s life, and then seventy years past the 
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calendar year of the creator’s death) (Zerkee, 2023), albeit there are varying copyright terms. The zero 

license was released in 2009 to support open sharing of scientific data (“Creative Commons licenses”, 

2022) and as a legal mechanism for works entering the public domain or its equivalent with a waiver 

when the creator is still alive because such transfers may be cumbersome and time-consuming in some 

countries (“Public-domain-equivalent license”, 2022). 

 

 
Figure 1: Copyright choices for non-Indigenous content 

 

In addition to the zero license, there are currently six Creative Commons licenses: Creative Commons 

By (CC BY), Creative Commons By -Share Alike (CC BY-SA), Creative Commons  By-

NonCommercial(CC BY NC), Creative Commons  By- NoDerivs (CC BY ND), Creative Commons 

By-NonCommercial Share-Alike(CC BY NC SA), and  Creative Commons By-NonCommercial-

NoDerivs (CC BY NC ND) ( Figure 2). These licenses provide nuances as to what rights are reserved 

unlike conventional copyright practice where the copyright holder defaults to “all rights reserved”. 

The CC permissions include whether one needs to share the revision or remix with the same license 

(i.e., CC BY-SA and CC BY-NC-SA), whether one may not commercialize (i.e., CC BY-NC and CC 

BY-NC-ND), and whether one is not allowed to make derivatives (i.e., CC BY-NC-ND). All Creative 

Commons licenses require the use of attributions i.e.CC BY. These choices reflect a western ontology 

and epistemology of intellectual property which contrasts with other conceptions of where, how, and 

with whom knowledge may be shared as reflected through Indigenous ways of knowing and the 

Traditional Knowledge Labels, discussed later in this paper. 

 

In the USA, copyright law protects aspects of non-commercial and non-derivative infringement 

whereas contract law covers share alike and attribution (West, 2009). This distinguishing between 

copyright and contract law tends to shift attention onto copyright law and creates a lighter and social 

interpretation of the importance of the practices of share alike and attribution as most people do not 

realize the contractual nature of open licenses, unlike the stronger emphasis on copyright law and its 

possible breaches. 

By having the permissions indicated as to what the creator has granted – in advance of permissions 

being sought and therefore as part of the open license, the license selection expedites how, when, and 

where other users may use the openly licensed creation. In other words, the creator makes the decision 

regarding what types of reuse are possible when assigning the license. There is no need to seek further 
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permissions when being reused, revised, remixed, or redistributed unlike in the case of conventional 

copyright and the earlier example of “used with permission” sought through email or post.  

 

“Creative Commons license spectrum between public domain (top) and all rights 

reserved (bottom). Left side indicates the use-cases allowed, right side the license 

components. The dark green area indicates Free Cultural Works compatible licenses, the 

two green areas compatibility with the Remix culture. The bright green area alone can be 

seen as similar to the "fair use" concept, and the yellow area to the "freeware concept.”  

"Creative Commons license spectrum" by Shaddim, original CC symbols by Creative 

Commons via Wikimedia Commons is licensed under CC BY 4.0.  

 

Note. This caption originates with the Wikipedia Creative Commons license entry that is attached to 

the .svg file of this image (figure 2), licensed with CC BY 4.0. I have put the caption in quotes to indicate 

that it is from the contributor Shaddim but conventional citation practices become blurred in these 

situations.   

 

 
 

Figure 2: Creative Commons licenses 

Copyright literacy   

Awareness and understanding of copyright has changed since 2001 to becoming integral to 

professional digital competence. Moving from fuzzy awareness to the conception of copyright literacy 

(Morrison, 2018) has been part of this transformation. Although the term “copyright literacy” was 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Creative_commons_license_spectrum.svg
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0
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coined in 2012 (Morrison, 2018), its significance is still gaining awareness beyond librarians and 

institutional copyright officers and  is defined as “acquiring and demonstrating the appropriate 

knowledge, skills and behaviours to enable the ethical creation and use of copyright material” (Secker 

and Morrison, 2016 as cited by Morrison, 2018, p. 97).With the affordances of digital copies of most 

anything used in teaching, learning, and scholarship arises the importance of becoming copyright 

literate. These affordances also demand  a critical copyright literacy that entails these five components: 

 

• examining the history and philosophy of copyright; 

• demarcating the boundaries of what it covers and protects;  

• understanding the practicalities and power dynamics of licensing systems (including open 

licensing);  

• helping people interrogate the mechanics, ethics and cultures around ‘sharing’; 

• and, finally, looking at the consequences and remedies if a dispute does arise (Morrison, 2018, 

p. 98). 

 

Considering these five areas of copyright literacy enables all levels of learners and scholars to recognize 

their role in using and sharing content, especially in digital environments. Because the open licenses 

are still relatively new compared with the much longer understanding, practices, and statues of 

conventional copyright, many educators at all levels have not learned the changes that CC licenses 

have brought, including attribution practices. Unfortunately, it is not uncommon for a slide 

presentation at a conference to have images from the web inserted throughout without 

acknowledgement of their copyright or attribution. Knowledge of where and how to attribute, as well 

as why attribution is necessary requires further attention and there is a need for greater understanding 

of copyright literacy as part of open educational practices (OEP).Defined as an  umbrella term derived 

from open educational resources (OER), open educational practices include open access, open 

scholarship, and open learning with the emphasis on evolving educational practices.  Open educational 

practices (OEP)  may be analyzed with an “Evolving- Adaptive-Open Approaches” framework that 

includes technology, pedagogy, culture, labour, finance, and legal issues wrapped within philosophy, 

theory and practice ((Koseoglu & Bozkurt, 2018, p. 454). Another framework for OEP analysis is the 

Open Educators Factory (Nascimbeni et al., 2018). This framework has four areas of activity (i.e. 

design, teaching, content, and assessment) with three levels within each area that move from 

conventional practices to more open. The most detailed framework developed by McNally and 

Christensen (2019) has eight factors with the three scenarios of closed, mixed, and most open. As they 

note “ many factors transitioning from mixed to most open may require a large degree of effort and 

skill” (para. 19) and that openness hinges upon the licenses and therefore copyright literacy. All three 

frameworks acknowledge the role of open licenses, copyright literacy, and therefore the importance 

of attribution as part of open educational practices.  When instructors engage in open pedagogy 

(Hegarty, 2015), use open educational resources and participate in  OER-enabled pedagogy (Wiley 

and Hilton, 2018), the need for copyright literacy becomes evident (Boston, 2019).  
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Copyright literacy does not come without a cost as librarians, institutional copyright experts, and 

educators have noted copyright fear, anxiety and hesitancy as part of copyright chill (Wakaruk et al., 

2021). This chill creates a context where “a legitimate use of copyright-protected materials is 

discouraged or inhibited by the threat of legal action, real or perceived.” (p. 2). Such situations may 

limit or influence new creations, revisions, remixes and sharing because of “ a lack of understanding 

and an abundance of nervousness about the interpretation of copyright law.”(p. 2).With the evolution 

of open educational practices, frameworks to analyze OER and aspects of copyright literacy, 

contrasted with copyright anxiety (Wakaruk et al., 2021) it becomes evident that digital affordances 

have heightened our need for and understanding of the permission nuances and sophisticated choices 

that the CC licenses provide. Copyright literacy  is part of the skill set of students and educators in all 

disciplines and as Silbey ( 2016)notes   reinforces  the change from culture- consumers to culture-

producers . 

 

Ethical open practices and Traditional Knowledge Labels 

As part of copyright literacy arise questions of ethics and epistemology. Copyright comes from a 

western set of values regarding the conception of ownership. Within this perspective it is important 

to note that the concept of property law does  not translate equivalently to intellectual property law 

because intellectual property is more mutable and may not have a tangible “fixed” asset (West, 2009). 

As part of the transformations brought by digitized assets is the need to redefine  legal distinctions 

with our societal shift to digital processes, copies, and ease of sharing. Our copyright laws and their 

interpretation (Silbey, 2016) as well as our copyright understanding need to reflect current practices. 

 

As part of these discussions related to changes in copyright practice, ethics, CC licenses, and public 

domain arises the questions of: What is knowledge? Can knowledge be owned? What is common knowledge? 

What are other perspectives upon knowledge and how it is shared? What roles do copyright and open licenses play within 

a digital age? Such questions inform the legal theory of copyright and intellectual property and the 

justifications of national laws in these areas. Legal scholars continue to explore the fuzziness of 

practice and the nuances of  fair use (i.e., fair dealing in Canada)and “permissive flexibility” (Silbey, 

2016, pp. 859-860).These are not small questions and scholars, such as oral historians have had to 

wrestle with these issues:  

 

We do not contend that Creative Commons has resolved all of our questions about who 

‘owns’ oral history, nor do we claim expertise in intellectual property law. But as oral 

historians seeking alternatives, we believe that this combination — traditional copyright 

with Creative Commons licensing — fulfills our dual needs to maintain the rights of 

individual participants while sharing history with the public. (Dougherty & Simpson, 2012, 

p. 3) 

 

This blend of traditional copyright with CC licenses, a copyright hybrid provides a middle ground for 

many publishing situations. Dealing with intellectual ownership and copyrights requires a thoughtful 

and informed process and working with attributions brings one to these adjacent topics and concerns.  
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Just as technologies have wrought changes so too it is with political and social changes. Within 

Canada’s efforts to respond  to the Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s Calls to Action regarding 

education (Education for reconciliation, 2022), there is a need for not only attribution awareness and 

copyright literacy but also this need extends to understanding traditional knowledge labels. Copyright 

laws’ western perspectives and values become obvious when contrasted to Traditional Knowledge 

Labels (TKL). Initially developed in 2008, as part of establishing Indigenous data sovereignty and  

procedures for sharing through digital technologies, TKL labels were created for Provenance (six 

labels), Protocol (nine labels) and Permissions (five labels). As the Local Contexts (2022) website states 

these TKL labels were created: 

 

…through sustained partnership and testing within Indigenous communities across 

multiple countries, the Labels allow communities to express local and specific conditions 

for sharing and engaging in future research and relationships in ways that are consistent 

with already existing community rules, governance and protocols for using, sharing and 

circulating knowledge and data. Communities customize their TK & BC Labels. (para. 1) 

 

Also stated on the same webpage, further information about TKL is provided: 

 

The TK Labels support the inclusion of local protocols for access and use to cultural 

heritage that is digitally circulating outside community contexts. The TK Labels identify 

and clarify community-specific rules and responsibilities regarding access and future use 

of traditional knowledge. This includes sacred and/or ceremonial material, material that 

has gender restrictions, seasonal conditions of use and/or materials specifically designed 

for outreach purposes.  

 

The TK Label text is intended to be customized by each community – giving the Labels 

specificity and context. The title of each TK Label can be translated into one or more 

languages and displayed in addition to the default Label title. The TK Label icons are not 

to be altered.  This is to ensure national and international recognition and integrity across 

content and collection management systems, online repositories, websites, and physical 

exhibits. (para 2 and 3). 

 

In other words, Creative Commons licenses do not apply with Indigenous traditional knowledge and 

teachings.  

 

Yet in the world of education with its digital possibilities, pathways to meeting the reconciliation and 

calls to action regarding education are being sought. The Canadian librarian Kayla Lar-Son from 
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Xwi7xwa Library First Nations House of Learning at the University of British Columbia has co-

created the 6’Rs of Indigenous OER1. These principles include: 

 

1. Respect – For Indigenous cultural identity, communities, and topics 

2. Relationships – Connects to the concept of all of our relations and building relations 

with communities 

3. Responsibility – Responsibility to share only when we are allowed, and to publish in 

an ethical way while considering ownerships, protocols and community practices 

4. Reverence – Respect for the sacred 

5. Relevance – Legitimize and incorporate Indigenous Knowledges into curriculum 

when it makes sense 

6. Reciprocity – Both receiving and giving with communities. 

 

By understanding and applying the 6 R’s framework OER creators and the contingent appropriate 

attributions may respectfully begin - providing that adherence occurs to relevant protocols and 

processes  to ethically incorporate Indigenous knowledges(Antoine et al., 2018; Watson & Jeppesen, 

2020). However, even with applying this framework there are further aspects to consider:  

 

So often within the Canadian context, Indigenous cultural expressions are easier to cover 

under Canadian copyright law because they’re a tangible object. Every community is 

different in their protocols and in the way that knowledge is shared. In many communities, 

knowledge is earned. For example, in some communities, some knowledges may only be 

shared when a person reaches a certain age, or people of a certain gender, or during 

different seasons or at times of the year. …It’s important to think more widely about 

copyright law in Canada and how it affects Indigenous data sovereignty and how it may 

be in tension with Indigenous protocols. Traditional knowledge may also be owned 

collectively by the group for cultural claims and so often expressions of traditional 

knowledge cannot qualify for protection under Canadian copyright law because they are 

considered in the public domain or the author of the material is often not identifiable. 

For these reasons, open licenses, such as Creative Commons licenses, may not be 

appropriate for sharing Indigenous knowledges.[emphasis in original]. (Fields et al., 

2022, para 2 and 3).  

 

Awareness of TKL labels and their significance is integral to honouring authentic changes toward 

conciliation and reconciliation and educational content creators, educators, and students 

simultaneously need this understanding. Without such understanding, attribution practices using TKL 

may become murky.    

 
1 In keeping with Indigenous ways of knowing these 6 Rs  “are influenced by the FAIR Guiding Principles for scientific 
data management and stewardship and CARE Principles for Indigenous Data Sovereignty, as well as adapted from the 4 
R’s of First Nations and Higher Education (Kirkness & Barnhardt) and the UBC Longhouse Teachings.” (Fields et al., 
2022, para 4). The Western conventions of ownership of knowledge and ideas is somewhat incompatible with 
Indigenous ways of knowing. 

https://www.go-fair.org/fair-principles/
https://www.gida-global.org/care
https://www.afn.ca/uploads/files/education2/the4rs.pdf
https://www.afn.ca/uploads/files/education2/the4rs.pdf
https://indigenous.ubc.ca/longhouse/longhouse-teachings/?login
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Creating attributions 

Properly attributing CC material has its challenges due to the flexibility of the licenses and that many 

smaller items such as photographs may contribute to a larger product such as a paper or presentation. 

Nesting CC licensed materials within a larger output can become complicated and confusing and the 

intended flexibility may become  a stumbling block. Yet, it is the only current imperfect pathway 

available. 

 

In the Creative Commons Certificate course instructors recommend that creating attributions require 

the Title, Author, Source, License (TASL) and the course hyperlinks to the CC wiki on attribution for 

greater clarification (Recommended Practices for Attribution - Creative Commons, n.d.). Recognizing the legal,  

ethical, and best practice need for attribution support, the digital Open Washington Attribution 

Builder effectively creates a proper attribution. This web-based app incorporates TASL as well as 

including the author’s url, the organization, and the project. One can choose the license type, ranging 

from the oldest CC version and indicate if what is being attributing has experienced modifications and 

would be a derivative. The app designers ensured that TASL attributions had derivative possibilities 

included because the concept of revising or remixing openly licensed material is part of the 

sophisticated adapting and modifying possibilities inherent to CC licensed material. Whether an image 

or an audio file, if the content attributed is digitized, the attribution builder effectively assists in making 

detailed and proper attributions. This ascription can then be included into the digital document or 

website, as the designers included the widget coding. If not using the attribution builder one must “ 

give appropriate credit, provide a link to the license, and indicate if changes were made. You may do 

so in any reasonable manner, but not in any way that suggests the licensor endorses you or your use” 

(Creative Commons license spectrum.svg, 2022, para 4). 

 

Attributions are an additional step that needs greater understanding and attention. Just as students and 

educators need support from librarians regarding proper citation skills, when composing an essay or 

preparing slides for presentations, the digital skill set of attribution needs more attention. Students 

frequently see APA citations as a tedious requirement and without effective support for attributions, 

instructors requesting TASL for openly licensed material may become another tedious task for 

students (and this sense of  tedium may extend to the instructors as well if they are not copyright 

literate about open licenses). Although the legal aspect seems underplayed by open advocates, 

attributions are both ethically and legally required, and form a high standard for best practices. With 

the attribution builder, there is an ease to doing what is the right thing – creating and including the 

attribution for the openly licensed content. 

 

Using the attribution builder is an important first step, but style manuals provide little direct guidance 

as to the placement of the licenses and attributions. The format of the knowledge dissemination such 

as a scholarly article, a video, a blog post, or a slide presentation also creates further questions as to 

where to locate licenses and attributions. Although this table (Table 1) is not exhaustive, it provides 

suggestions based on the Creative Commons certificate course, my own teaching of graduate students, 

authoring various knowledge mobilization artifacts, and observing the practices of other scholars. 

https://www.openwa.org/attrib-builder/
https://www.openwa.org/attrib-builder/
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Table 1: License and attribution locations and style 

Format License/Attribution 

Location 

Style 

Video License - open credits 

prior to title. 

Clear indication of CC license through the CC 

icon with written permissions; enough time 

duration for audience to view 

Podcast License - opening 

credits prior to title. 

Clear indication of CC license; enough time for 

audience to hear. 

Podcast transcript License - at the 

beginning of 

transcript. 

Attributions (if used) 

at transcript end. 

Clear indication of CC license; use of CC icon is 

optional but preferred when possible; TASL 

attribution builder digitally embeds pertinent 

information. 

Blog post At the end of post. Use of CC icon; TASL attribution builder 

digitally embeds pertinent information. 

Blog images Adjacent to the 

image. 

TASL attribution builder digitally embeds 

pertinent information. 

Paper With the inserted 

figure. 

TASL attribution builder digitally embeds 

pertinent information. 

Presentation slides License with the title 

slide. 

Attributions adjacent 

to images or image 

attribution list at 

paper’s end on a 

separate slide before 

References. 

TASL attribution; if listed at end refer to slide 

numbers; TASL attribution builder digitally 

embeds pertinent information. 

 

When sharing an openly licensed video, having the CC license notification at the beginning aligns with 

the practice from the 1990s of commercial VHS videos and their copyright warning regarding illegal 

copying of the VHS. Rather than a cautioning notice, when the CC licenses appear at the beginning 

the inferred permissions of reusing, revising, remixing, retaining, and redistributing may encourage 

viewers to consider adaptions of the video, in whole or in part. Podcasts, like videos benefit from the 

license being stated at the beginning of the episode, with a written transcript also having the license 

stated at the beginning. By using the attribution builder, the widget coding supports the ease of 

including the digital TASL information for the initial creator and those who may need to attribute the 

transcript in the future. 

 

Unlike videos and podcasts where the observed practice has the CC licenses at the beginning, a blog 

post tends to have the license statement at the end. If a blog includes openly licensed images, which 
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is often the case, these images each require an attribution, ideally placed adjacent to the image. 

However, for practical reasons such as webpage formatting and for aesthetic reasons when the TASL 

attribution takes away from the visual design, images may have their attributions listed at the end of 

the blog post in advance of any references given. This is a second option that occurs although having 

TASL adjacent to the image is more commonly practiced.  

 

My observations of written papers vary with the purpose behind the writing sometimes shaping where 

TASL appears. Building from the historical and social practices of scholarship, when a CC licensed 

figure appears in a paper, the author needs to include the attribution as part of the caption (i.e. until 

style manuals such as the American Psychological Association consider this area of changing 

scholarship and a new edition appears with the APA’s formal indication regarding attribution 

placement). In formal reports, such as the State of the Commons (Creative Commons, 2021) the 

attribution appears adjacent to the image and in much smaller font to support visual design elements 

because an image may purposefully be selected to de-emphasize alphabetic text and amplify visual 

information. Having the font size the same as the body of the text may create reader confusion and 

takes away from the visual contributions of the image or figure. Although with the digital TASL builder 

hyperlinks are active, through editorial choices these hyperlinks may be made inactive.  

 

Presentation slides are a hybrid between the written and visual practices. It is common to see the CC 

icon on the title slide thus announcing the copyright permissions as a video or podcast does. 

Throughout the slides, when images appear these may have the attribution adjacent and below and in 

a smaller font, although aesthetics may influence design decisions. When this situation occurs, creating 

an attribution list that corresponds by slide number should appear before the reference list. The 

challenge, however, is ensuring that the slide number aligns with the correct image, and when changes 

are made one needs to pay careful attention. 

 

What about when one is not formally writing, podcasting, or presenting, but discovers something on 

the web, like a CC image or figure that one may use in the future? How does one hang onto the 

attribution information for future use? I have learned that downloading the image and tracking its 

location and TASL attribution is necessary. Through trial and error, I have developed a small 

spreadsheet (Table 2) with the following columns. Additionally, it is possible and prudent to add tags 

to jpeg files to expedite searching of screenshots. When tagging images and screenshots, TASL 

information may be added in the comments box that accompanies the tagging option and may 

eliminate the need for the spreadsheet. 

 

 

Table 2: TASL spreadsheet columns 

 

Image 

description 

Thumbnail image 

or screenshot  

TASL Comments (e.g. 

possible uses) 

Image location (Local 

folder name) 
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Similar to the steps in tracking, applying, and correctly completing citations are the parallel skills to 

proper and effective attributions for CC licensed or public domain material. Attribution practices need 

to be learned and applied. Like the meticulous care required for proper citations, a similar care for 

detail is required to acknowledge  the title, author, source, and license of an open asset. Care for detail 

takes time, and for all forms of scholarship, from undergraduate students to professors, attributing is 

an additional habit to form. 

 

Closing thoughts 

Copyright literacies, like citations, are akin to other academic practices that have been absorbed into 

social and educational norms and are subsumed into what one does when engaging with academic 

reading and writing. Learning how to attribute is one part of my argument but as well, I support the 

importance of the knowledge commons (Bollier, 2014) and how academics have a role to play in the 

widening of scholarly practices. Some may see attributing a CC license as similar to a “ ‘guerilla 

citation,’ or how citation is a political act in which the citing author wields great power, whether they 

[authors] realize it or not” (Chick et al., 2021, p.1). Citing and citation practices are not neutral, and by 

extension, attributing is not a neutral action as it indicates knowledge of the legal and societal views 

of copyright and user permissions that the Creative Commons licenses have evoked. Reworking 

Gilbert’s (1977) statement, substituting the concepts of open licenses and attribution, one arrives at 

the following: 

 

in citing [attributing] certain papers [digital artifacts], the author can be seen to be making 

an assertion about his own opinion concerning the validity of the findings of the cited 

[attributed] papers [artifacts], and is thus contributing, albeit only in small measure, to the overall 

consensus of his [their] research area, a consensus which is also continually being re-established through 

the choices of references in his [their] fellow participants' own publications (emphasis added) p. 117. 

 

Gilbert states, and I suggest, that by incorporating attributions into one’s scholarly outputs, one is 

contributing, albeit in a small way to the health of the knowledge commons.  

 

A further extension could be argued that by attributing openly licensed work one contributes to 

modelling open educational practices (Cronin, 2017). Through attribution and open practices 

educators are shaped and shape the conception of openness within the academic world (Veletsianos, 

2010), and this shaping specifically relates to and supports OEP. Modeling attributions of CC material 

allows others to see how and when such attributions are used. It has taken two decades to arrive at 

this juncture, and just as there are changes to understanding the evolution of how and when and why 

academics cite other sources, so too during this time of style manual abeyance, we need to model 

attributions as part of OEP.  

 

Additionally, just as one can view attributing as part of OEP, it also models Hegarty’s (2015)  Open 

Pedagogy (OP) attributes. Through participatory technologies, creators have determined CC licenses 

and shared their digital artifacts (e.g. open licensed images). These choices also speak to Hegarty’s 
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attribute of people, openness and trust which conflates the social nature of artifact sharing as part of 

contributing to the knowledge commons. It also speaks to innovation and creativity, another OP 

attribute and one that legal schools invoke when balancing copyright law with open licenses (Reid, 

2019; Silbey, 2016). Additionally the sharing of ideas and resources are integral to the permissions 

provided by CC licenses, as one has more convenience and freedom to reuse, revise, remix or 

redistribute(Wiley & Hilton, 2018) unlike with conventional copyright. As a connected community, 

another OP attribute, authors, readers, viewers, or listeners may begin to see that contributions to the 

commons may come in smaller pieces - uploads, sharing, and openly licenses  of a photograph or slide 

deck, may benefit someone else, somewhere, sometime in the future. There is a generous impulse 

behind sharing and this generosity through the participatory technologies is the social media norm, 

which in turn is shaping what students understand the digital world to be, including the academic 

digital world. 

 

Looking to Bakhtin, dialogic thinking, intertextuality, and citation practices Hu and Wang (2014) 

suggest that with citation practices and the choices made by the author in what to cite there is the 

possibility of dialogic contraction or  expansion. Again, by extension, conventional copyright practices 

close the space for alternative forms of copyright permissions whereas CC licenses open up the space 

for dialogic expansion and alternatives to closed copyright and adaptations of the original knowledge 

artifact. Just as citating indicates degrees of intertextuality (Swales, 2014), so too does CC attribution; 

like the licenses themselves attribution complicates, and invokes  a network of networks for each 

attribution, and even more so when derivatives (i.e. revisions or remixes, or adaptations) are part of 

this attribution string.  

 

Changes to knowledge creation, sharing, and publishing have changed with the communication and 

information technologies that have become so common in most of the world. As part of these changes 

is the need to extend and include attribution practices, alongside and related to our current citation 

practices. Just as citations are related to the validity and significance of the work reported in scientific 

papers so too the use of attributions demonstrates the validity and significance of open licenses in 

contributing to the commons. 

 

In this paper, I have put forth that copyright literacy and attribution of open licenses are scholarly 

exercises that hold  a lineage akin to citation practices. The American legal scholar, West (2009) notes 

that Creative Commons is a movement, and therefore more than a minor adjustment is needed to 

understand what the CC licenses mean for scholarship and scholarly practices. West states:  

 

Attribution and Share-Alike licensing rights are the heart and soul of this new movement 

in copyright law, representing a definitive shift among creators to share their works so 

long as they receive appropriate credit and the licensees of their work ensure the 

continued growth of the commons (p. 928).  
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It is obvious that academic practices are changing  through initiators that include: the bifurcation of 

copyright into Creative Commons licenses; the growth in recognizing multiple perspectives upon 

epistemology and what counts as knowledge, ownership and sharing; and the need to keep pace with 

the continual digital developments. As this paper highlights, copyright literacy has become more 

sophisticated and complex - not less. Understanding and applying attributions contributes to our 

knowledge commons and points to a future where such practices are subsumed into professional 

digital competence and scholarly habits.  

 

In closing, I would like to point out that I am not a lawyer. I have used both Wikipedia and Wikimedia 

Commons to substantiate my ideas which are integral to exploring the commons and Creative 

Commons licenses. The ideas contained in this article are for scholarly purposes aimed to heighten 

attribution understanding as part copyright awareness and scholarship.  
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